










PLEASE FIND SOME 
OF THE HIGHLIGHTS 
OF THE SPARES THAT 
WE ARE CURRENTLY 
STOCKING

1. HEIGHT GAUGE RACK
Mitutoyo single column height gauge original

rack comes in the specified size and need

not be cut from a roll thereby ensuring

accuracy and long life. Cost of  original rack also is

 much lower than Indian make racks sold in the 

market. Pinionor driver assembly for both single and

double column height gauge also available

2. BATTERY COVER 
Indian manufactured battery covers for

digital instruments very often do not fit

correctly on Mitutoyo instruments. However

we are supplying genuine Mitutoyo battery

caps at lower cost ensuring the perfect fit

and zero rejection from the customer.

3. READING UNIT ASSEMBLY
Complete range of  reading unit assembly for

Height gauges, Vernier calipers,

Micrometers, dial gauges etc is available.

For a part that is so critical for digital

instruments it is of  utmost importance that

we use only genuine Mitutoyo spare.

4. HEIGHT GAUGE SCRIBER
Mitutoyo original scribers for height gauges

give the assurance that the flat face of  the

scriber is lapped to perfection and that there

is no error in reading due to this. The scriber

clamps are also available.

MITUTOYO 

GENUINE 

SPARE PARTS

We are pleased to 

announce that 

Bombay Tools 

Supplying Agency

Private Limited is 

now stocking the 

entire range of 

Mitutoyo genuine 

spare parts. You 

can be rest 

assured that 

there will be no 

quality concerns 

as these spare 

parts are

coming directly

from Japan and 

are not sourced 

from Indian 

manufacturers.



5. BORE GAUGE ANVIL 
All bore gauge anvils above 18mm are

available in carbide in Mitutoyo. While the price

of  these anvils is slightly higher than Indian

manufactured anvils, there is a big advantage

of  long life due to carbide and zero error due to

deviation in size.

6. MICROMETER LOCK NUT
It is a common complaint to hear that

Indian manufactured lock nuts for

micrometers are damaged or broken upon

applying even little pressure. However

Mitutoyo original locknuts do not break

even under high pressure. This justifies the

slightly higher cost to the customer.

7. PLUNGER DIAL CONTACT POINTS
Original contact points for plunger dials are

very critical for accuracy of  plunger dial

gauges especially in case of  special

contact points like flat anvil where the

flatness is very critical.

8. LEVER DIAL CONTACT POINTS
Original Lever dial contact points too are

critical where the length of  the stylus

needs to be maintained perfectly. In

Indian stylus the length is barely ever

maintained with accuracy resulting in poor

result for the customer.







Jafuji Industrial 
LED magnifiers

Jafuji , a pioneer 

in precision

metrology 

is please to 

announce the 

launch of two new 

product lines. 

The industrial

LED magnifier 

lenses and the 

Universal 

magnetic stand 

series manufactured 

in collaboration 

with FISSO, 

Switzerland

x
Jafuji is pleased to announce a 
collaboration  with Fisso- The 

Swiss pioneers in the manufacturing 

of  articulated arms. This collaboration 

will allow Jafuji to provide world class 

magnetic stands with state of  the art 

flexible arm movement"



NEWLY 
LAUNCHED

S.V. Precision

Instruments, a 

sister concern of 

Bombay Tools 

Supplying Agency 

Private Ltd, is the 

manufacturing 

unit and the 

NABL-accredited 

Calibration Lab 

of the company. 

The manufacturing 

Lab is located in 

Hyderabad and 

NABL-accredited 

labs are located

in Chennai and 

Hyderabad.



























C-One 
Toolscope

3.5 inch high definition display

2mm diameter super fine tube 

Clear images 

Large storage capacity, battery life 

Shenzhen 

Coantec Automation 

Technology Co., Ltd,

Coantec  Ltd.）,

founded in 2012, 

is a high-tech 

enterprise which 

is specialized in

 research and 

development, 

production and 

sales of industrial 

endoscopes, 

automotive 

borescopes, 

police endoscopes,

video borescopes, 

testing robots and 

visual intelligent

instruments.



Coantec C40 Ultra HD 
Industrial Videoscope 

720P HD industrial camera 

2/ 2.8 / 3.9 / 4.8 / 6mm diameter tubes available 

Powerful software functions 

360 degrees all way articulation 



The practical system is ideal for those who are engages in the

clamping of  parts for purpose of  measurement on CMM, or for

laser and needle engraving, as well as automation. the setup 

and hndling of  the  pintec is exctremely easy and quick to

implement and the system is quick, flexible, cost-saving, 

effective and economical

PINTEC: 
THE MODULAR
SMART ADAPTIVE 
CLAMPING SYSTEM

Made in 

germany,pintec

 is renowned for

manufacturing 

high-quality 

precision parts for

over 20 years - 

with a passion for

 perfection.

combined with 

flexible, proper tool

 management, 

optimallay matched 

clampling devices 

and short 

set-up times,they 

achieve the best

solution in 

production
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